Reported Incident
On October 17th the RR/CC received a phone call from Cynthia Guerrero of Congresswoman
Linda Sanchez’ campaign regarding a voter in the 39th Congressional District who reported
receiving the wrong absentee voter (AV) guide inside his AV packet (i.e. listing the 38th
Congressional District candidates instead of the 39th candidates). RR/CC responded
immediately by contacting the voter, verified the problem occurred with both he and his wife’s
AV ballot guides, and issued replacement AV packets with corrected materials to both voters.
We then proceeded to contact all 104 voters whose ballots were included in the same print
group to determine if there were similar occurrences of incorrect AV ballot guides. As a result of
this contact, we identified two other voters in this print group who experienced the same
problem and quickly rectified the mistake by providing them with replacement AV ballot packets.
Staff research determined that this error was the result of pulling off the shelves a small number
of AV ballot guides for the 38th Congressional District and mistakenly inserting these into AV
packets for the 39th Congressional District ballot group.
On October 23rd we received a letter from Laurence S. Zakson, counsel to Congresswoman
Sanchez’ campaign committee, stating two voters had contacted their law office about the
receipt of incorrect AV ballot guides. This letter revealed these voters were the same two
described above and also expressed concern that the error might be widespread. Upon receipt
of the letter, RR/CC Chief Deputy Dean Logan telephoned Mr. Zakson to describe our contact
with these two voters as well as our processes to investigate whether the problem was isolated
or widespread. In that conversation Mr. Logan also explained that the instructions (Attachment
A) sent with all AV ballot packets contains colorful pictures showing AV voters how to review
their materials to verify their AV packets include materials listing the correct candidates in their
specific geographic areas. During that telephone conversation, Mr. Zakson mentioned hearing
about another voter receiving an incorrect AV ballot guide but he was not able to provide a
name or contact information for us to research and investigate.
On November 1, 2006, Mr. Zakson sent a letter (Attachment B) to Supervisors Michael
Antonovich, Don Knabe and Gloria Molina regarding the three absentee voters in the 39th
Congressional District – two residing in the City of Cerritos (subjects of the original call) and one
in the City of South Gate (no name provided) – who received incorrect AV ballot guides listing
incorrect congressional candidates. The next day RR/CC responded via letter (Attachment C)
to Mr. Zakson explaining the actions taken in this matter. The response letter documented that
there had been reports of eight (8) persons countywide, out of more than 670,000 absentee
ballots sent as of that date, who had received erroneous AV ballot materials. Our response was
copied to Congresswoman Sanchez and to Supervisors Antonovich, Knabe and Molina.
Reasoned Conclusion and Determination
Whenever RR/CC staff receives a report of a voter receiving incorrect AV balloting materials,
whether the report originates from the voter or from another source, staff immediately takes a
number of steps to determine whether the problem appears to be isolated or is more
widespread. This protocol involves reviewing all reports regarding other voters experiencing a
similar problem as well as examining computer-generated daily audit reports to detect possible
AV packet assembly errors.
Based on staff research, including comprehensive review of daily AV extraction files, computer
audit reports, quantity of second AV ballot requests and number of confirmed cases of voters
receiving incorrect AV materials, our analysis concluded these were isolated occurrences and
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not indicative of a widespread or systemic problem. This conclusion was based on the
following findings:
•
•
•
•

common print group assignments and mailing dates for the voters who reported the
error;
review of AV ballot guide inventory to determine if a disproportionate volume of one
guide might have been inserted over the other;
direct voter contact and confirmation of receipt of accurate AV voting materials within the
impacted print group; and
the total number of requests countywide for replacement or second ballot mailings.

All reported AV mailing problems are tracked and researched to determine the extent of the
problem and to take immediate corrective action. For the November 7, 2006, election there
were 707,195 AV ballot packets prepared and mailed. Of these, a total of 3,246 requests were
received for replacement AV packets. Twenty-five (25) of these 3,246 voters reported receiving
erroneous materials while the remaining 3,221 were re-issued packets due to voters reporting
they had made mistakes on their ballot cards when voting and wanted a replacement ballot.
Background
The California Elections Code requires mailing of AV ballots to commence 29 days before the
election (with the exception of overseas/military voters who, upon request, may be mailed their
ballots up to 60 days prior to an election). During the most recent statewide elections, the
RR/CC has prepared and mailed up to 800,000 absentee ballot applications, the vast majority of
which must be processed and mailed within the 29-day period.
The mail preparation process involves the verification of AV application forms for completeness
as well as voter registration eligibility, generation of daily AV extraction files for preparation of
voter-specific materials, followed by manual staging of AV ballot material for insertion into
envelopes individually prepared for each voter. Prior to mailing, staff utilizes computergenerated audit reports from daily AV ballot extraction files to determine the quantity of AV
guides and ballot cards required for each ballot group (there were 517 separate ballot groups for
this election). Daily preparation of materials within ballot groups containing 16 or more voters
are machine inserted into envelopes; groups of 15 or less voters are manually inserted. This is a
very labor intensive and time sensitive operation that requires both automation and manual
intervention to complete the huge absentee ballot workload within legally established timelines.
Quality Assurance Procedures
Over the years, comprehensive quality control checkpoints and procedures have been put in
place in a continuing effort to limit occurrences of error including:


Materials for all ballot groups are maintained separately throughout the AV mail
preparation process;



Each tray of AV guides and ballot cards is inspected for correctness and matching ballot
group prior to machine or hand insertion into envelopes;
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Counts for number of AV mailing envelopes produced for inserting ballot materials are
reconciled to number of voters on daily AV extraction file and discrepancies resolved
before mail processing continues;



AV voter guides and ballot cards are fanned through twice to verify correct group
numbers are placed in trays – once prior to staging and again prior to inserting into
envelopes;



Ballot group numbers printed on the AV guides, ballot cards and mailing envelopes are
compared during material staging preparation and again before materials are inserted
inside envelopes;



Problem-solving sessions are held with technical support staff and election contract
vendors to identify and resolve issues that arise during AV preparation process.

Partnership with Voters
Each voter is asked to perform a final quality assurance check upon receipt of his/her AV ballot
packet. Step 1 of the AV guide Instructions (Attachment A) asks the voter to check all voting
material to verify receipt of the correct ballot card, AV ballot guide and the ballot return envelope
before voting. If the ballot group reference numbers do not match, the voter is instructed to call
the RR/CC so we can provide the correct material.
We believe this partnership with the voters in confirming the accuracy of AV voting materials is
unique to Los Angeles County. For the November 7, 2006 election, at least two other California
counties experienced significant errors with their mailing of AV balloting materials (news articles
at Attachment D). As a result, one of these counties had to send a follow-up mailing to
hundreds of thousands of absentee voters (Attachment E) instructing them to review their AV
materials to determine if erroneous materials had been sent (in much the same manner as our
process instructs every absentee voter on the front end to verify accuracy).
Future Quality Assurance Enhancements
In an effort to strengthen existing quality control checkpoints and to implement additional
enhancements for future elections we plan to do the following:


Revise daily second ballot request log and telephone survey form to capture additional
information regarding absentee and sample ballot mailing problems to expedite research
and resolution;



Highlight with line staff the importance of remaining vigilant with regard to quality control
steps and rotate line staff assignments to minimize staff fatigue due to repetitive work;



Review absentee voting instructions with a focus group to identify potential
improvements to clarify the importance of voters checking AV material to verify receipt of
correct information.
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New Legislation Will Further Challenge AV Accuracy
Newly adopted state legislation (AB 2770) will, beginning with the 2008 elections, require
absentee ballots to be sorted and tabulated by precinct in all statewide and certain special
elections rather than by ballot group as is presently the case. This new law will require reengineering of all aspects of absentee ballot processing. As the largest electoral jurisdiction in
the U.S., the challenges of meeting this new level of precision are significant and daunting.
For perspective, had this law been in effect for the November 2006 election, we would have
been required to sort absentee balloting materials into more than 5,000 unique groups (by
precinct) – nearly ten times the current 517 ballot groups. This will greatly increase complexity
and, therefore, the likelihood of inadvertent errors in the distribution of AV voter materials in
future elections will be magnified. Consequently, in addition to enhanced staff vigilance with
regard to quality control, it will be even more imperative to rely upon voters as the last step in
the quality assurance process to verify that their AV materials are correct before voting.
Conclusion
The RR/CC is responsible for conducting secure, accurate and transparent electoral processes.
Our staff takes this responsibility very seriously and is committed to continual improvement in all
areas of the election process. Despite numerous quality assurance steps, sporadic errors do
occasionally occur in the AV preparation and mailing process for which we apologize. As
described in this report, we will strive to enhance the current quality control procedures with
proposed enhancements in our ongoing efforts to improve all areas of election processing.
This report details the small number of reported problems with AV ballot packet accuracy for the
November 7, 2006 election (25 out of 707,195 mailed). While it is likely that some unknown
number of additional errors in AV ballot packet assembly occurred that were not reported, there
is no evidence to support errors were widespread. Additionally, post-election review of election
results for both the 39th and the 38th Congressional Districts, when comparing precinct vote
results to absentee voting results, supports the conclusion that the AV packet assembly
problems were isolated in this regard.
Should you have additional questions or comments with regard to this matter, please let me
know.
c:

CAO
Executive Officer
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